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Aeroelastic Analysis of Bridges: Effects of Turbulence
and Aerodynamic Nonlinearities

Xinzhong Chen1 and Ahsan Kareem2

Abstract: Current linear aeroelastic analysis approaches are not suited for capturing the emerging concerns in bridge aero
introduced by aerodynamic nonlinearities and turbulence effects. These issues may become critical for bridges with increas
and/or with aerodynamic characteristics sensitive to the effective angle of incidence. This paper presents a nonlinear aerodyn
model and associated time domain analysis framework for predicting the aeroelastic response of bridges under turbulent w
nonlinear force model separates the aerodynamic force into low- and high-frequency components according to the effective
incidence. The low-frequency force component is modeled utilizing quasi-steady theory. The high-frequency force component is
the frequency dependent unsteady aerodynamic characteristics, which are similar to the traditional force model but vary in spac
following the low-frequency effective angle of incidence. The proposed framework provides an effective analysis tool to st
influence of structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities and turbulence on the bridge aeroelastic response. The effectivene
approach is demonstrated by utilizing an example of a long span suspension bridge with aerodynamic characteristics sensitive t
of incidence. The influence of mean wind angle of incidence on the aeroelastic modal properties and the associated aeroelast
and the sensitivity of bridge response to nonlinear aerodynamics and low-frequency turbulence are examined.
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CE Database subject headings: Flutter; Buffeting; Turbulence; Bridges; Wind forces; Aerodynamics.
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Introduction

The aerodynamic performance under the action of strong wind
of major concern because it serves as a governing criterion for
design and construction of long span bridges. The understan
of aeroelastic response of bridges has been significantly impro
through experimental and analytical studies. Remarkable deve
ments in analytical approaches have been made since the pio
ing studies by Davenport~1962! and Scanlan~1978! among oth-
ers. These analytical approaches utilize aerodynamic for
linearized at the statically deformed position of the bridge, wh
are commonly separated into static, self-excited, and buffe
force components. Advances in identifying force parameters s
as static force coefficients, flutter derivatives, aerodynamic adm
tance functions, and spanwise coherence functions, utiliz
scaled bridge models in wind tunnels have led to remarkable
provements in accurately modeling aerodynamic forces and
dicting the overall aeroelastic response of bridges~Walshe and
Wyatt 1983; Davenport et al. 1992; Scanlan 1993; Sakar e
1994; Larose and Mann 1998; Chen and Kareem 2002!. In con-
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junction with experimentally identified force parameters, anal
cal approaches have been widely used in the design of m
bridges. Conventional analytical techniques, which rely on
assumption that intermodal coupling is negligible and flutter
dominated by a single torsional mode, have adequately pred
the response of typical cable supported bridges built thus
However, experience shows that this may not be a valid assu
tion for exceptionally long span bridges which require a mu
mode coupled analysis framework~e.g., Miyata et al. 1995; Jone
et al. 1998; Katsuchi et al. 1999; Chen et al. 2000a; Xu et
2000; Chen et al. 2001!.

Aeroelastic analyses have been predominantly conducte
the frequency domain because it facilitates the modeling of
quency dependent characteristics of unsteady aerodynamic fo
However, it is constrained by the assumptions of linearity in b
structural dynamics and aerodynamics, and stationarity of w
fluctuations. Challenges in analytical approaches remain in
areas of modeling aerodynamic forces excited by nonstation
wind fields such as hurricanes and thunderstorms, for bridge
cated in complex topography~Davenport and King 1993!, consid-
eration of nonlinearities in both structural dynamics and aero
namics, and ubiquitous issues related to turbulence. Clearly, t
challenges can only be adequately addressed in a time or t
frequency domain analysis framework.

Most of the previous studies concerning time domain analy
of buffeting response were based on quasi-steady aerodyn
forces due to their inability to model frequency dependent
steady aerodynamic characteristics in the time domain~e.g., Ko-
vacs et al. 1992; Miyata et al. 1995!. Therefore, its application
should be limited to those cases where reduced velocity is s
ciently high such that the unsteady fluid memory effect may
ignored. Chen et al.~2000b! proposed a time domain analys
framework in which frequency dependent aerodynamic forces
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be modeled akin to the frequency domain approach. An alt
tive approach utilizing an integrated state-space model was
presented by Chen and Kareem~2001a! in which bridge respons
under turbulent winds was described as the output of an
grated system driven by a vector-valued white noise. With
state-space model approach, the buffeting response can
rectly calculated with higher-computational efficiency using
Lyapunov equation rather then conventional spectral ana
This integrated state-space approach is particularly well suite
studies of active control of bridge flutter and buffeting respon

Current linear aerodynamic force models have proven
utility for many applications, however, these are not suited
completely addressing the challenges posed by aerodynami
linearities and turbulence effects. Experimental studies
shown that aerodynamic characteristics of many innov
bridge deck designs, with attractive aerodynamic performa
are very sensitive to the angle of incidence~e.g., Zasso an
Curami 1993; Matsumoto et al. 1998!. For these bridge section
even for low levels of turbulence, the effective angle of incide
due to structural motions and incoming wind fluctuations
vary to the extent that the nonlinearities in the aerodynamic fo
may no longer be neglected. Current analytical approaches
fall short in predicting the turbulence effects on bridge flu
~Irwin 1977; Scanlan and Lin 1978; Matsumoto 1999!.

A number of analytical studies based on randomizing the
namic pressure and invoking stochastic approaches were
ducted to predict some general changes in flutter instability d
incoming turbulence~e.g., Bucher and Lin 1988; and Lin and
1993!. These studies tacitly assume that the mechanism re
wind field to the aerodynamic forces remains unchanged in
bulent flows. Such an ad hoc implementation of turbulence
not accurately represent the underlying physics because
lence may indeed significantly modify the flow structure, at
dant aerodynamics, and resulting forces~Nakamura 1993!. Scan
lan ~1997! explored the potential mechanism of turbulence on
single-mode torsional flutter due to a decrease in spanwise
lation of the self-excited forces. Although the stabilizing effec
spanwise correlation loss may be apparent for single-mode
sional flutter, it is not obvious that this will indeed apply to m
timode coupled flutter cases. Correlation loss along the span
stabilize a bridge by reducing unfavorable negative aerodyn
damping effects, but it may destabilize a bridge by reducing
vorable aerodynamic damping. This issue will become even
important as the bridge span lengthens and the potential for
timode flutter increases. A recent experimental study de
strated the near unity coherence of self-excited forces in se
turbulent flows~Haan et al. 2000!. This tends to support full co
relation of the self-excited forces implied in current analyt
approaches. However, this also implies that the turbule
induced changes in flutter instability of bridges cannot be
plained entirely due to a decrease in the coherence of self-e
forces.

Diana et al.~1995 and 1999! proposed a nonlinear aerod
namic force model based on so-called ‘‘quasi-static corre
theory’’ and analytically investigated turbulence effects on flu
and buffeting responses. This nonlinear force model attempt
incorporate frequency dependent characteristics by decomp
the total response into components with different frequencie
novel nonlinear aerodynamic force model and associated
domain analysis framework have been proposed by Chen
Kareem~2001b!. This nonlinear aerodynamic force model inc
porates nonlinear and unsteady features based on the static
coefficients, flutter derivatives, and admittance functions a
886 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / AUGUST 2003
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with the spanwise correlations at varying angles of incidence
offers a clear relationship with current linear unsteady force
nonlinear quasi-steady force models. The proposed framew
provides an innovative tool to study the influence of structu
and aerodynamic nonlinearities and turbulence on aeroelasti
sponse of bridges.

In this paper, a detailed presentation of the nonlinear aero
namic force model and associated time domain analysis fra
work originally introduced in Chen and Kareem~2001b! is out-
lined for predicting the aeroelastic response of bridges un
turbulent winds. A new application of this framework to a lon
span suspension bridge, with aerodynamic characteristics tha
very sensitive to the angle of incidence, is provided to furt
examine the influence of mean wind angle of incidence on
aeroelastic modal properties and aeroelastic response base
linear aerodynamic forces. It also explores the influence of n
linear aerodynamics and low-frequency turbulence on the bri
aeroelastic response.

Nonlinear Aerodynamic Forces

The traditional linear aerodynamic force model tacitly assum
that the variations of an effective angle of incidence are su
ciently small such that the corresponding changes in aerodyna
characteristics can be neglected and assumes the value at the
cally deformed position of the bridge. For some bridge secti
whose aerodynamic characteristics are highly sensitive to
changes in the mean angle of incidence, the nonlinearities in
aerodynamic forces may not be neglected depending on their
sitivity and the range of variation of the effective angle of inc
dence. While the quasi-steady force model can take into acc
the nonlinearities in aerodynamic forces through the static fo
coefficients, which are nonlinear functions of the angle of in
dence, it discards the unsteady fluid memory effect which res
in frequency dependent attenuation and phase delays of the
dynamic forces with respect to the quasi-steady results.
quasi-steady assumption is only considered valid at very h
reduced wind velocities. It fails in accurately describing forces
low-wind velocities and forces induced by torsional motion ev
at very high-reduced velocities, in which the fluid memory effe
plays an essential role in force generation~e.g., van Oudheusde
2000!.

In principle, the nonlinear aerodynamic forces can be gen
ally expressed as a function of the effective angle of incidenceae

with corresponding force coefficients. The effective angle of
cidence is a function of structural motion and incoming wi
fluctuations, which can be clearly formulated for quasi-stea
aerodynamic forces but not in a straightforward manner for
unsteady cases. In Diana et al.~1995 and 1999!, different effec-
tive angles of incidence for lift and pitching moment compone
of the unsteady aerodynamic forces were suggested for a no
ear force model.

In this study, in order to model the nonlinear aerodynam
forces, the effective angle of incidence is separated into l
frequency~large length scale! and high-frequency~small length
scale! components

ae~ t !5ae
l ~ t !1ae

h~ t ! (1)

where superscriptsl andh indicate the low-frequency~including
static component! and high-frequency components. The low- a
high-frequency ranges are separated at a critical frequency.
selection of this critical frequency warrants an in-depth exami
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Fig. 1. Coordinate system for analysis
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tion, however, in this study it is assumed to be the first natur
frequency of the bridge. The low-frequency turbulence is mod
eled to introduce changes in the mean angle of incidence whi
influence bridge aerodynamics. The high-frequency turbulence
modeled to alter the flow structure around the bridge sectio
Hence the aerodynamics and the resulting forces can be mode
by directly using the aerodynamic characteristics measured in t
bulent flow conditions. Accordingly, the nonlinear aerodynami
forces are approximately expressed in terms of the sum of t
low- and high-frequency components

F5F~ae!'F~ae
l !1

dF
daU

a
e
l
ae

h5Fl1Fse
h 1Fb

h (2)

The low-frequency force component~including the static force
component! is expressed as a nonlinear function of the effectiv
angle of incidenceae

l (t) in light of the quasi-steady theory as
follows ~Fig. 1!:

Ll5FL
l cosf l2FD

l sinf l ; Dl5FL
l sinf l1FD

l cosf l ;

Ml5FM
l (3)

FL
l 52 1

2 rVr
2BlCL~ae

l !; FD
l 5 1

2 rVr
2BlCD~ae

l !;

FM
l 5 1

2 rVr
2B2lCM~ae

l ! (4)

Vr
25~U1ul2 ṗl !21~wl1ḣl1m1bȧ l !2 (5)

ae
l 5as1f l ; f l5arctanS wl1ḣl1m1bȧ l

U1ul2 ṗl D (6)

where r5air density; U5mean wind velocity;B52b5bridge
deck width;CL , CD , andCM5mean lift, drag, and pitching mo-
ment coefficients, respectively;as5time-averaged static angle of
the bridge section;ul andwl5longitudinal and vertical wind fluc-
tuations;hl(t), pl(t), and a l(t)5low-frequency components of
the dynamic displacements in the vertical, lateral, and torsion
directions, respectively;ae5effective angle of incidence;m1 is
assumed to be 0.5; and the over dot denotes the derivative w
respect to time.

The utility of the quasi-steady theory for modeling the low
frequency force component is due to its validity at high-reduce
velocities. When the low-frequency dynamic response is com
paratively small and negligible as is the case for most long-sp
bridges,ae

l is simplified as

ae
l 5as1arctanS wl

U1ul D (7)

The high-frequency components of the aerodynamic forces a
then expressed by a linearization around the low-frequency effe
tive angle of attackae

l (t). They can be further separated into
self-excited and buffeting force components as in the case of li
JOU
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ear aerodynamic forces. Assuming that the self-excited forc
within an element are spatially fully correlated, the linearized
self-excited forces acting on an element undergoing arbitra
structural motions can be given in terms of a convolution integra
for the lift component~e.g., Chen et al. 2000b!:

Lse
h ~ t !5

1

2
rU2l E

2`

t

~ I Lh~ae
l ,t2t!hh~t!1I Lp~ae

l t2t!ph~t!

1I La~ae
l ,t2t!ah~t!!dt (8)

where hh(t), ph(t), and ah(t)5high-frequency components of
the dynamic displacements in the vertical, lateral, and torsion
directions, respectively;I Lh , I Lp , andI La5aerodynamic impulse
response functions; andl5element length. Unlike the airfoil sec-
tion in which these aerodynamic impulse functions are related
the Wagner function, bluff bridge sections generally require th
use of different functions for different force components assoc
ated with the lateral, vertical, and torsional motions. Analogou
formulations exist for the drag and moment components.

The spatial correlation of the buffeting forces should also b
considered in these calculations, which leads to a reduction in t
overall forces. While it is commonly assumed, based on the str
theory, that the buffeting forces have the same spatial correlati
as the fluctuations in the approach wind, measurements have o
erwise suggested that the pressure field may have a high
spanwise correlation~e.g., Davenport et al. 1992; Larose and
Mann 1998!. The linearized buffeting forces acting on an elemen
corresponding to arbitrary wind fluctuations can be given in term
of a convolution integral for the lift component~Chen et al.
2000b!:

Lb
h~ t !52

1

2
rU2l E

2`

t E
2`

t2 S JLu~ae
l ,t2t2!

3I Lu~ae
l ,t22t1!

uh~t1!

U

1JLw~ae
l ,t2t2!I Lw~ae

l ,t22t1!
wh~t1!

U Ddt1dt2

(9)

whereuh andwh5wind fluctuations at the center of the elemen
in the longitudinal and vertical directions, respectively;I Lu and
I Lw5aerodynamic impulse response functions of buffeting force
representing the unsteady characteristics of buffeting forces
unit length; andJLu andJLw indicate the impulse response func-
tions representing the spatial correlation characteristics. Simil
expressions exist for the drag and moment components.

For sinusoidal structural motions and wind fluctuations, the lif
components of the self-excited and buffeting forces are com
monly expressed in terms of flutter derivatives, admittance fun
tions and joint acceptance functions as

Lse
h ~ t !5

1

2
rU2BlS kH1*

ḣ

U
1kH2*

bȧ

U
1k2H3* a1k2H4*

h

b

1kH5*
ṗ

U
1k2H6*

p

b D (10)

Lb
h~ t !52

1

2
rU2BlS 2CLJ̄LuxLu

u

U
1~CL81CD!J̄LwxLw

w

U D
(11)

where k5vb/U5reduced frequency;v5circular frequency of
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vibration; Hi* ( i 51,2, . . . ,6)5frequency dependent flutter d
rivatives;xLu andxLw denote the aerodynamic transfer functio
between fluctuating wind velocities and buffeting forces per
span~the absolute magnitude of these functions are also refe
to as aerodynamic admittance functions!; J̄Lu and J̄Lw represent
the joint acceptance functions and are the Fourier transform
the respective impulse response functionsJLu andJLw .

The relationship between the aerodynamic impulse resp
functions, flutter derivatives, and admittance functions are g
as ~Chen et al. 2000b!:

Ī Lh52k2~H4* 1 iH 1* !; Ī Lp52k2~H6* 1 iH 5* !;

Ī La52k2b~H3* 1 iH 2* ! (12)

Ī Lu54bCLxLu ; Ī Lw52b~CL81CD!xLw (13)

where the over bar denotes the Fourier transform operator,i
5A21.

The joint acceptance functions are related to the coher
function cohr as

J̄r
25

1

l 2 E0

lE
0

l

cohr~x1 ,x2 ; f !dx1dx2 ~r 5Lu,Lw! (14)

wherex1 andx25spatial coordinates.
The aerodynamic impulse response functions can be expr

in terms of exponential time-series approximations. For the fu
tions relevant to the self-excited forces, aerodynamic dam
and inertia terms can also be included. For example,I Lh(t) is
expressed as

I Lh~ t !5S ALh,11(
j 51

mLh

ALh, j 13D d~ t !1ALh,2

b

U
ḋ~ t !1ALh,3

b2

U2
d̈~ t !

2(
j 51

mLh

ALh, j 13

dLh, jU

b
expS 2

dLh, jU

b
t D (15)

and for the functions relevant to buffeting forces, for exam
I Lw(t) is expressed as

I Lw~ t !52b~CL81CD!F S ALw,11(
j 51

mLw

ALw, j 13D d~ t !

2(
j 51

mLw

ALw, j 11

dLw, jU

b
expS 2

dLw, jU

b
t D G (16)

where ALh,1 , ALh,2 , ALh,3 , ALh, j 13 , and dLh, j (dLh, j>0;
j 51,2, . . . ,mLh) and ALw,1 and dLw, j (dLw, j>0;
j 51,2, . . . ,mLw)5frequency independent coefficients and
functions of the angle of incidence. These coefficients can
quantified by fitting the flutter derivatives and admittance fu
tion and joint acceptance functions at varying angles of incide
in the frequency domain as follows:

2k2~H4* 1 iH 1* !5ALh,11~ ik !ALh,21~ ik !2ALh,3

1(
j 51

mLh ~ ik !ALh, j 13

ik1dLh, j
(17)

xLw5ALw,11(
j 51

mLw ~ ik !ALw, j 11

ik1dLw, j
(18)

Accordingly, the unsteady frequency dependent aerodyn
force, e.g.,Lseh(t), is represented in terms of structural moti
888 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / AUGUST 2003
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and augmented aerodynamic states that are governed by a
first-order differential equations excited by the structural moti

Lseh~ t !5
1

2
rU2S ALh,1h

h~ t !1ALh,2

b

U
ḣh~ t !1ALh,3

b2

U2
ḧh~ t !

1(
j 51

mLh

f j
h~ t !D (19)

ḟ j
h~ t !52

dLh, jU

b
f j

h~ t !1ALh, j 13ḣh~ t ! ~ j 51,2, . . . ,mLh!

(20)

wheref j
h(t) ( j 51,2, . . . ,mLh)5augmented aerodynamic state

Similarly, formulations for other self-excited force and buffeti
components can be obtained, but have been omitted here fo
sake of brevity.

Nonlinear Aeroelastic Response Analysis

At a given mean wind velocity, the static deformation of t
bridge is first calculated using a static analysis which is follow
by a dynamic response analysis. The traditional linear and
proposed nonlinear analysis frameworks are shown schemati
in Figs. 2~a and b!. Using a multivariate autoregressive~AR!
scheme~e.g., Chen et al. 2000b!, the time histories of wind fluc
tuations at the centers of bridge elements with prescribed c

Fig. 2. Comparison between traditional linear and proposed n
linear analysis frameworks~a! traditional linear analysis framewor
and ~b! proposed nonlinear analysis framework
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power spectral density matrix are generated. The simulated
fluctuations are subsequently separated into low-frequency
high-frequency components. The extraction of the low- and h
frequency components of the wind fluctuations is realized b
digital filter. The Newmark Beta step-by-step integration meth
is used for the dynamic response analysis. At each time step
low-frequency components of response and effective angle o
cidence are calculated which are then used to determine the
dynamic characteristics for the calculation of high-frequen
force components. An iterative calculation procedure is neces
for both the low-frequency and high-frequency responses, s
the aerodynamic forces depend on the response. Although
tive calculation is required in this analysis, it converges qu
rapidly. For most long span bridges, the low-frequency respo
is rather negligible, thus the effective angle of incidence can
simply evaluated from the low-frequency wind fluctuations@Eq.
~7!#.

Compared to traditional linear analysis utilizing linear aero
namic forces as shown schematically in Fig. 2~a!, the most im-
portant feature of the nonlinear framework is that the aero
namic characteristics are modulated by the spatiotempo
varying low-frequency effective angle of incidence. According
the aeroelastic bridge system becomes time variant. Within
unique analysis framework, the effects of low-frequency com
nents of turbulence on flutter and buffeting responses can be
merically investigated. The effects of turbulence on flutter
modeled through the changes in the effective angle of incide
caused by the turbulence and its influence on the self-exc
forces and the flutter instability. Compared to the stochastic
proach involving randomized dynamic pressure, which only
cludes the longitudinal wind fluctuations~e.g., Bucher and Lin
1988; and Lin and Li 1993!, this nonlinear framework provides
more physically meaningful influence of turbulence. The ba
representation of the nonlinear force model is similar to that p
posed by Diana et al.~1995 and 1999!, however, this model pro
vides a clear insight to the relationship between the nonlinear
traditional linear force model, and presents a more efficient c
putational framework by way of invoking rational function a
proximation to take into account the frequency dependent a
dynamic characteristics, i.e., flutter derivatives, admitta
functions, and spanwise coherence functions. The influence o
high-frequency component of turbulence is manifested in term
changes in aerodynamic characteristics due to turbulence, w
can be conveniently incorporated by employing aerodyna
characteristics derived in turbulent flows.

The consideration of structural nonlinearities is immediate
this time domain analysis framework. For linear structures, mo
analysis techniques can be utilized to benefit from the reduc
in computational effort by limiting the analysis to selected mod

Structural Dynamic and Aerodynamic
Characteristics

A three-span two-hinged suspension bridge with a main spa
approximately 2,000 m was used to illustrate the proposed
linear analysis framework and to investigate the influence of n
linear aerodynamics and turbulence on the bridge response.
eralized equations of motion in terms of the modal coordina
and consisting of the first 15 modes with natural frequencies ra
ing from 0.039 to 0.08 Hz were used to describe the bridge
tion. The logarithmic decrement in each mode was assumed
0.02.

For simplicity and without loss of generality in modeling aer
dynamic forces, only the aerodynamic forces acting on the br
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deck, which dominate the aeroelastic response of the bridge,
considered. The bridge deck was discretized into 70 elemen
the spanwise direction. The aerodynamic characteristics of
proposed Messina Straits Bridge section were used with s
modifications~Diana et al. 1995, 1999!. The example bridge was
assigned the static drag force coefficient of the Messina Bri
section, whereas the lift and pitching moment force coefficie
including CL , CM , H j* , and Aj* ( j 51,2,3,4) were set at fou
times the values of this section. Without these modifications,
analysis indicated that the critical flutter velocity of this examp
bridge was significantly high. This modification reduced the cr
cal flutter velocity of the example bridge to within a meaning
range. Considering the sensitivity of aerodynamic force par
eters with respect to the details of bridge section geometry, th
adjustments are realistic for a modified bridge section. Acco
ingly, both static force coefficients and flutter derivatives for t
lift and pitching moment were modified following the relationsh
between these two sets of force parameters. The self-excited
force was evaluated based on quasi-steady theory, and only
component due to the lateral motion was included, i.e.,P1* 5
22CD /k andPj* 50 ( j 52,3,4,5,6).

Fig. 3 shows the static force coefficients versus the angle
incidence. Fig. 4 shows the flutter derivativesH3* andA2* at dif-

Fig. 3. Static force coefficients versus angle of attack

Fig. 4. Flutter derivativesH3* andA2* at varying angles of incidence
RNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / AUGUST 2003 / 889
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Fig. 6. Static deformation of bridge deck along bridge axis~a!
vertical displacement,~b! lateral displacement, and~c! torsional
displacement
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of
ferent angles of incidence. For each angle of incidence, the flu
derivatives were expressed in terms of a rational function a
proximation derived by a least squares curve-fitting of the expe
mental data. Since the experimental data was only available fo
limited number of angles of incidence ranging between26 and
6°, the corresponding values for intermediate angles of inciden
were interpolated, and the values for angles larger than 6°
smaller than26° were assumed to be the same as 6 or26°,
respectively. As an example, the rational function approximati
of k2(H2* 1 iH 3* ) at zero angle of incidence is given by

k2~H2* 1 iH 3* !5ALa,11~ ik !ALa,21~ ik !2ALa,3

1(
j 51

mLa ~ ik !ALa, j 13

ik1dLa, j
(21)

where ALa,1523.4000, ALa,254.0586, ALa,350, ALa,4

57.2095, ALa,55255.9958, ALa,65150.5695, ALa,45
2123.7077,dLa,150.2, dLa,250.4, dLa,350.6, dLa,450.8, mLa

54, and, for example, the coefficientALa,1 at a different angle of
incidence,a, is given by

ALa,151.7359e105a521.9096e104a421.7452e103a3

11.8687e102a214.2932a23.4000 (22)

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the measured and fi
flutter derivatives. Results show an excellent agreement, wh
illustrates the accuracy of the rational function approximation.

The aerodynamic admittance and joint acceptance functio
were considered invariant with respect to the angle of inciden
for this example due to a lack of experimental data, althou
these features can be included in the proposed framework i
straightforward manner. Therefore, the nonlinearity in the buffe
ing forces was only introduced by the static force coefficien
The aerodynamic admittance functions for drag were describ
by the expressions given by Davenport, and for lift and pitchin
moment, were represented by the Sears function. The spanw
correlation of buffeting forces was assumed to be the same as
wind fluctuations in the approach flow. It is noted that more a
curate modeling regarding the aerodynamic admittance functio
and spanwise coherence functions can be immediately incor
rated in the analysis when these are experimentally available. T
von Kármán spectra was used for the simulation of wind fluctua
tions with the length scales ofLu

x5Lu
y580 m and Lw

x 5Lw
y

540 m, turbulence intensities ofsu /U510% and sw /U
57.5%, and the decay factors oflu5lw58 for the calculation
of the coherence functions.
d

e
e

-

Aerostatic Response Analysis

The response due to aerostatic forces was calculated at diffe
mean wind velocities. The static torsional deformation of t
bridge deck along the bridge axis at mean wind velocities of
80, and 100 m/s is shown in Fig. 6. The bridge deck in the m
span shows positive response angle, and exhibits large latera
formation at high wind velocities. Fig. 7 shows the torsional d
formation of the bridge deck at the midpoint of the main span
wind velocity increases. The torsional deformation of bridge de
increases significantly at wind velocities beyond 107 m/s. A

Fig. 7. Static torsional deformation of bridge deck at midpoint
main span
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Fig. 8. Influence of static rotation of bridge deck on aeroelas
modal properties~ eigenvalue analysis, 0°; – – eigenvalue ana
sis, as ; o time domain simulation,as) ~a! frequency versus wind
velocity and~b! damping ratio versus wind velocity
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Fig. 9. Influence of mean wind angle of incidence on modal prop
ties of mode branch 10~a! frequency versus wind velocity and~b!
damping ratio versus wind velocity
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vergence instability is observed at the wind velocity of 120.8 m
beyond which the bridge becomes statically unstable.

Coupled Flutter Analysis

In order to examine the variations in the aeroelastic modal pr
erties, i.e., the modal frequencies and damping ratios, with res
to the varying mean wind angles of incidence and wind velociti
a multimode coupled flutter analysis was conducted. In this an
sis, linear self-excited forces were utilized and the solution
complex eigenvalue problems described by linear time invari
state-space representations with augmented aerodynamic s
was sought. The lower 15 structural modes were considered in
analysis. The mean wind angles of incidence were kept cons
along the span at26, 23, 0, 2, 4, and 6°, as well as varied alon
the span following the static angleas .

Fig. 8 shows variations of the frequency and damping ratio
a number of important complex mode branches, i.e., mo
branches 1, 2, 8, 9, and 10, with increasing wind velocity at me
wind angles of incidence of 0° andas . At zero wind velocity,
these mode branches are the corresponding real-valued struc
modes, where Modes 1 and 9 are the first and second symm
lateral bending modes; Modes 2 and 8 are the first and sec
symmetric vertical bending modes; and Mode 10 is the first sy
metric torsional mode. In the case of 0°, coupled flutter initiates
a wind velocity of 94.5 m/s. The curve veering of the frequen
loci of the complex Mode Branches 9 and 10 is noted in t
region of 80 m/s, which results in the switching of the two r
spective eigenmodes beyond this veering area. The curve vee
phenomenon has been discussed in detail by Chen and Ka
~2003!. For the case involving linearization of the self-excite
-
ct
,
-
f
t
tes
e

nt

f
e
n

ral
ric
d

-
t

ng
m

forces at the static angle of the bridge, no flutter instability could
be observed in the wind velocity range of up to 120 m/s. The
static rotation of the bridge deck at high-wind velocities resulted
in a significant influence on the modal damping of the torsional
mode dominated branch. The frequency and damping ratio o
Mode Branch 10 were also predicted through a time domain ap
proach utilizing linear self-excited forces by simulating free vi-
bration response~Chen et al. 2000b!. The results are shown in
Fig. 8 by circles. An excellent agreement between the complex
eigenvalue analysis and the time domain simulation demonstrate
the accuracy of the time domain modeling of the self-excited
forces.

Fig. 9 shows variations of frequency and damping ratio of
Mode Branch 10 with increasing wind velocity at different mean
wind angles of incidence. At23°, the critical flutter velocity is
predicted to be 115.9 m/s, and no flutter is observed up to 120 m/
for other cases. Results clearly demonstrated the sensitivity of th
aeroelastic modal properties with respect to changes in the mea
wind angle of incidence on the flutter behavior.

Nonlinear Buffeting Response Analysis

The wind fluctuations at the center of each element along the
bridge axis were simulated using a multivariate AR model for
2,400 s at 0.1 s increments. Ten sample realizations were gene
ated and the corresponding buffeting responses were calculate
For each realization of response, the root-mean square~RMS! and
maximum~MAX ! responses were calculated and their mean val-
ues were estimated based on the simulated realizations. Th
analysis was conducted for the following cases using differen
aerodynamic force models:~1! linear self-excited and buffeting
forces at zero angle of incidence;~2! linear self-excited and buf-
RNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / AUGUST 2003 / 891
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Fig. 10. Comparison of buffeting displacement of bridge deckU
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Fig. 11. Comparison of buffeting response of bridge deck at diffe
ent wind velocities~a! vertical displacement,~b! lateral displacement,
and ~c! torsional displacement
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feting forces at the static angle of the bridge; and~3! nonlinear
self-excited and buffeting forces proposed in this study.

Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the RMS and MAX respon
of the bridge deck in vertical, lateral, and torsional directions
the mean wind velocity of 80 m/s. Results illustrate the sign
cance of including changes in the aerodynamic force charact
tics, with respect to the static angle of the bridge deck, for ac
rately predicting the buffeting response. This feature beco
even more critical when the static rotation is remarkably large
the force characteristics are sensitive to changes in the m
angle of incidence. On the other hand, it is noted that the res
from the nonlinear analysis are very close to the linear anal
based on the aerodynamic forces linearized at the statically
formed position of the bridge. The comparison of results at
ferent mean wind velocities are shown in Fig. 11, which re
forces this observation. In the same figure, the results wit
vertical turbulence intensity of 15% are also presented. It is n
that the influence of aerodynamic nonlinearities on the buffe
response is rather insignificant at low-wind velocities, howeve
high-wind velocities the difference between the linear and non
ear analyses clearly emerges.
-

n

-

Fig. 12 shows an example time history of the vertical wi
fluctuation along with the associated low-frequency effect
angle of incidence, as well as bridge lateral and torsional
placements at the midpoint of the main span at 80 m/s. In
same figure, the low-frequency effective angles of incidence
the quarter-point and three quarter-point of the main span are
plotted, which clearly underscore the spatiotemporal variation
low-frequency effective angle of incidence. The low-frequen
effective angle of incidence due to wind fluctuations at the m
point of the main span ranges between22 and 2° with a net value
between20.3 and 3.97° including the static angle of 1.97°. T
insensitivity of the aerodynamic nonlinearities to the buffeti
response may be due to the fact that the modifications of
aerodynamic forces resulting from time dependent variation
the low-frequency effective angle of incidence did not con
quently cause an apparent growth or decay of the response.
is in contrast with the cases of time invariant changes in the a
of incidence which permit sufficient time for the response
modify accordingly. Furthermore, the spatial variations of t
low-frequency effective angles of incidence resulted in modifi
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Fig. 12. Time histories of wind fluctuation and buffeting response
midpoint of main span (U580 m/s) ~a! w-component of wind fluc-
tuation, ~b! low-frequency effective angle of incidence,~c! lateral
displacement~ linear analysis; – – nonlinear analysis!, and ~d!
torsional displacement~ linear analysis; – – nonlinear analysis!
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Fig. 13. Buffeting response of bridge deck neglecting static def
mation ~a! vertical displacement,~b! lateral displacement, and~c!
torsional displacement
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tions of the self-excited forces that varied along the span. In
ance, this feature resulted in negating the overall contributio
the aerodynamic forces. As a result, the overall buffeting resp
was not substantially influenced by the nonlinearities, which le
support to the utility of the linear aerodynamic force model u
in traditional analytical approaches.

It is noteworthy that the influence of aerodynamic nonlinea
depends on the level of the effective angle of incidence and
sensitivity of the force characteristics with respect to the effec
angle of incidence. For the sake of comparison, the nonli
analysis without the inclusion of the static angle in the effec
angle of incidence was also conducted. The results were
pared to those based on the linear analysis and are shown in
13. The linear buffeting response resulted in flutter instab
beyond 94.5 m/s as predicted in the previous linear flutter an
sis. Atsw /U57.5%, a slight increase in the flutter boundary w
observed in the nonlinear analysis, while the responses were
to those based on the linear analysis. Atsw /U515%, the in-
crease in the flutter boundary due to the nonlinear aerodyn
forces became quite distinct. While the linear analysis resulte
a distinct flutter boundary, the nonlinear analysis predicte
gradual growth in response with increasing wind velocity wh
is similar to the wind tunnel observations of full aeroelas
e

e

r

-
g.

-

e

c

bridge models in turbulent flows~Irwin 1977!. The influence of
nonlinear aerodynamics on flutter is attributed to changes in
self-excited force characteristics that result from varying effec
angle of incidence. This observation suggests that the experi
tally observed turbulence effect on the flutter of full-bridges m
in part be attributed to aerodynamic nonlinearities with respec
low-frequency wind fluctuations. The overall turbulence effe
also include changes in aerodynamic characteristics due to tu
lence which were not considered in the example study, but ca
immediately included in the analysis when relevant data beco
available.

In Fig. 13~b!, it is noted that the nonlinear analysis wi
sw /U515% resulted in a higher-lateral response compare
the linear analysis. To gain a better understanding of this ob
vation and to investigate the relative contributions of nonline
ties in the self-excited and buffeting forces, an analysis includ
only nonlinearities in the self-excited or buffeting forces was a
conducted at 90 m/s. The results presented in Fig. 14 sugges
for vertical and torsional responses the influence of aerodyna
nonlinearities is mainly attributed to the nonlinear self-exci
NAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / AUGUST 2003 / 893
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Fig. 14. Comparison of buffeting response at 90 m/s withsw /U
515%, ~a! vertical displacement,~b! lateral displacement, and~c!
torsional displacement
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Fig. 15. Time histories of torsional displacement at midpoint
main span neglecting static deformation (sw /U515%, linear
analysis; – – nonlinear analysis! ~a! U590 m/s and~b! U595 m/s
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forces, whereas for the lateral response it is due to the nonli
buffeting forces, i.e., the variation of the drag coefficient at va
ing angles of incidence.

Fig. 15 shows time histories of the torsional displacemen
the bridge deck at the midpoint of the main span using linear
nonlinear analysis at wind velocities of 90 and 95 m/s. The res
clearly demonstrate the stabilizing effect of low-frequency turb
lence on torsional response.

Concluding Remarks

A nonlinear aerodynamic force model and an associated time
main analysis framework were presented for estimating
aeroelastic response of bridges under turbulent winds. The m
important feature of this nonlinear framework concerns the mo
lation of the aerodynamic force characteristics by the spatiot
porally varying low-frequency variations of the effective angle
incidence. The proposed analysis framework permits numer
study of the effects of low-frequency components of turbulen
on flutter and buffeting response.

An application of this framework to a long span suspens
bridge, with aerodynamic characteristics sensitive to the angl
incidence, was presented. Results demonstrated the signific
r

f
d
s

-

st
-
-

l

f
ce

of including the changes in the aerodynamic force characteristic
with respect to the static angle of the bridge deck, for accurate
predicting the aeroelastic response. This feature becomes e
more significant when the static rotation is remarkably large an
the force characteristics are sensitive to the changes in the me
angle of incidence. On the other hand, the results pertaining to t
long span suspension bridge example indicated that the modu
tion of force characteristics with low-frequency, spatiotemporall
varying effective angle of incidence did not result in an apparen
build up or decay of the response with inherent high-aeroelas
damping. As a result, the aerodynamic nonlinearities did not a
parently influence the stable buffeting response which suppo
the efficacy of the linear aerodynamic force model used in trad
tional analytical approaches.

However, the aerodynamic nonlinearities, with respect to th
low-frequency effective angles of incidence, may apparently in
fluence the buffeting response with inherent low-aeroelast
damping and stabilize the flutter instability by deterring the
buildup of response. While the linear analysis resulted in a di
tinct flutter boundary, the nonlinear analysis revealed a gradu
growth in response with increasing wind velocity which is simila
to the wind tunnel observations of full-aeroelastic bridge mode
in turbulent flows. This suggests that the effects of turbulence o
the flutter of full-bridges may in part be attributed to aerodynami
nonlinearities, i.e., nonlinearities in the self-excited forces. Th
overall turbulence effects also include changes in aerodynam
characteristics due to turbulence, which were not included in th
studied example, but can be incorporated immediately in th
analysis when related data becomes available.

A coordinated experimental investigation is planned for furthe
validation of the proposed approach. This effort seeks an im
proved understanding of the turbulence induced modifications
the magnitudes and spanwise coherence of both the buffeting a
the self-excited forces. Incorporating such work with measure
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ments of the effective angle and amplitude dependence of
aerodynamic forces will provide an experimental foundation
the proposed analysis work.

The writers would like to underscore that the proposed an
sis framework is one of a few initial attempts to address the n
frontier of bridge aerodynamics, i.e., the challenge of mode
nonlinearity and turbulence in aeroelastic response of brid
While this study provides an effective analysis framework, ad
tional follow-up studies like those which have followed the ea
development of linear bridge aeroelastic analysis would hel
further refine or validate this approach.
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